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Introduction 

 Going into the topic of moral harassment at Work and real estate implies a journey towards the 
lower motivations of the human being. Some think that it is a subject that can be approached 
from medical or psychological science, and they treat the phenomenon like any other pathology 
that derives from poor working conditions. When legal professionals find themselves defending 
a victim of bullying at work, the first thing they encounter is an overwhelming lack of evidence, 
and the second, a client with "special" reactions. Nothing in their previous professional 
development had prepared them for what they are going to find, the attitudes of a client 
affected by mobbing have nothing to do with the usual reactions of a worker who has seen his 
labour rights diminished and who initiates a series of legal actions to staunch or offset them. 
Moral harassment has serious consequences on the victim's health, basically because it is a 
repeated exercise of subtle violence; it is not only a labour dispute but 

it's about evil coming true. The experiences and thoughts of a victim of mobbing are similar to 
the reactions of people who have been subjected to torture, only under that premise can a legal 
professional understand what they are facing and put the means to a good judicial resolution of 
the case. This paper is intended to provide some guidelines applicable to cases of moral 
harassment at work and real estate, so that they serve as a help both for the victim of 
harassment and for the professional who must defend their rights before the judicial bodies. 

The legal professional should not only be interested in obtaining evidence, it is essential that he 
get his client put in the hands of a specialized therapist, so that the client receives the necessary 
attention to face the judicial process (loaded with traps and low blows) and at the same time 
allow the lawyer to focus on the legal defence of the case instead of becoming the emotional 



support of his client. Once the mobbing victim has started a process of recovery from the 
mistreatment received, the lawyer will be able to concentrate on preparing the case with the 
certainty that he will confront (on the other hand) people who are experts in manipulating and 
using psychoterror. It is essential that the legal professional has some notions of the habitual 
way of acting of a moral harasser; these types of subjects respond to the psychological profile 
called integrated psychopaths. Socially integrated psychopaths have a highly developed ability 
to get others to submit to their criteria and act as they indicate, they are manipulative experts 
who know how to mix seduction and fear in adequate doses to get others to do their will. The 
integrated psychopath will have ensured that his family members are at his command and that 
the relatives who did not allow themselves to become the "black sheep" of the family. He is also 
the person who, in his circle of friends and among his ladder neighbours, has achieved an 
ascendancy that allows him to decide who will be part of that group of friends and those who 
will be left out, therefore, in his social history there are several former friends with whom you 
no longer speak. That type of character is also found in the world of work, with his affiliates and 
phobias, causing continuous friction and problems with those co-workers who have not been 
subjected to his domination. It is important that the lawyer who must defend a mobbing case 
knows that on the opposite side there is an integrated psychopath or subject affected by 
perversion, who will be the one who will define the defensive strategy of the company and 
therefore who will meet the exercise of violence within the judicial process. It is 

It is necessary for this professional to remember the words of the French therapist M.F 
Hirigoyen: “In the wicked, disappointments produce anger or resentment, and a desire for 
revenge. When a wicked person perceives a narcissistic wound (defeat or rejection), he feels an 
unlimited desire for revenge. It is not a fleeting reaction, but an uncompromising rancour”. 
Hirigoyen (2) 

It is necessary to understand that the judicial process of a case of moral harassment at work will 
be used by the perverse organization to continue harming the victim, because not only will there 
be a defence of competing interests, but the engine will be an unstoppable desire to destroy the 
victim; hence the impossibility of reaching agreements between the parties, the continuum of 
resources and counter-resources, low blows (attacks on the victim's private life), the betrayal of 
former colleagues and even of workers' delegates who agree to appear in the trial declaring 
against the victim; In short, a judicial process for mobbing will consist of the intention by the 
main harasser to continue applying psychological violence against the victim, this time through 
the misuse of judicial institutions. 

  

Lack of Evidence 

 In recent years, there has been an increase in the number of complaints of moral harassment 
at work, also known as mobbing anglicism. One of the great difficulties in mobbing legal 
proceedings is the difficulty of having direct evidence available, which is why expert reports have 
become a useful tool due to their indisputable evidentiary value. In all processes of moral 
harassment, including workplace and real estate harassment, the difficulty of having direct 
evidence is common, which originates from the motivation and the desire of the harasser to 
harm the victim without recognizing him, as a way of “throwing the stone and hide your hand. 
" Therefore we can see that there are three causes that explain that in cases of moral harassment 
there is no direct evidence: one is because the exercise of violence is subtle, the second because 
the entire violent process is denied through deception and the third because it purports cover 



up fraud. The absence of direct evidence is what justifies that the lawyer resorts to expertise in 
cases of moral harassment at work and real estate. What do we understand by legal social 
expertise? The social expertise is the expert opinion issued by a social worker, as a means of 
evidence in a trial. Since the new Civil Procedure Law of the year 2000, social workers carry out 
expert opinions to advise the judge individually or jointly (work teams), as required. Why is 
expertise in bullying important? Due to the increase in the number of complaints and because 
in the judicial process there is difficulty in having direct evidence and this is so because moral 
harassment is: a subtle, enveloping and deceptive mechanism that denies the exercise of 
violence and that conceals fraud 

  

The Expert Report on Moral Harassment 

 Judicial process: difficulty in obtaining direct evidence due to:  A) Subtle, enveloping and 
deceptive mechanism.  B) Denies the exercise of violence  C) Conceals fraud 

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the process of expertise in moral harassment, both that 
which occurs at work and that which occurs in the home, and to provide useful guidelines that 
allow us to conclude that we are facing a dynamic of exclusion and stigmatization of a worker or 
tenant, and whose ultimate purpose, will only bring benefit to the instigator, at the cost of 
harming the organization and its employees, or the building and its neighbours. 

   

1- CONCEPTS OF MORAL, LABOR AND REAL ESTATE HARASSMENT  

We are going to see the definitions of the concepts used of moral harassment, understood as 
the term that encompasses a type of destructive behaviour that can arise in various areas and 
that will take different names depending on where they arise in: workplace harassment, real 
estate, family, school, and media harassment. 

Definition of moral harassment "Set of behaviours whose objective is to destroy the 
psychological stability of a human being, through discredit and rumour mill. I know  

Definition of workplace harassment "Tendent work pressure, aimed at the self-exclusion of the 
worker" (R Gimeno Lahoz. Magistrate). 

Definition of real estate harassment "set of behaviours characterized by psychological violence, 
applied systematically for a time to another person with whom they maintain a contractual 
relationship through a lease" (J.R. Jiménez González. Social worker) 

  

2- LEGAL FRAMEWORK  

We are going to list the legislation that protects the victim of moral harassment at work and real 
estate. 

Moral harassment at work. The legal doctrine of mobbing defines 4 fundamental elements of 
the phenomenon: 1) the protected legal asset, which is none other than the right to personal 
dignity of the worker, hence its direct link with the constitutional right protected in the art. 15 
CE 2) the way in which the infringement of that right occurs, which implies on the part of the 
active subject (employer or other fellow workers of the victim) a conduct characterized by: a) 



harassment or harassment of a worker through any conduct vexatious or intimidating unfair; b) 
repetition in time of said conduct, c) to pursue a purpose consisting specifically of 
psychologically undermining the harassed (achieving some objective that the harasser would 
not have otherwise achieved). 3) the intention to harm (fraud), either of the employer or of the 
managers, or of the co-workers; 4) the production of damage in the sphere of the most essential 
personal rights. The current legislation (2013) in Spain that protects the victim of moral 
harassment is as follows: 

a) Spanish Constitution: Moral harassment always supposes an attack on the right to moral 
integrity enshrined in Article 15 of the Spanish Constitution, meaning by this the right to be 
treated with the respect that a person deserves for the mere fact of being one.  

b) European Directive 2000/43 / EC establishing the principles of non-discrimination based on 
race or ethnic origin. Transposition December 2003.  

c) Law 31/1995, of November 8, on Occupational Risk Prevention. BOE nº 269 11/10/1995. It is 
the confirmation of the preventive protection of the law, marks the conception of moral 
harassment as a psychosocial risk. The employer is obliged to assess and prevent the risk of 
moral harassment. In this regard, it is worth noting the Preventive Note No. 476 "Harassment at 
work: mobbing" of the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Hygiene and Technical 
Criterion 69/2009 "On the actions of the Labour and Social Security Inspection in matters of 
harassment and violence at work ”of the General Directorate of the Inspection of Labour and 
Social Security, both of the Ministry of Labour of Spain.  

d) Statute of Workers. That it includes the following basic rights of the worker: right to equal 
treatment and non-discrimination (which is violated when the victim of harassment is treated 
differently than other employees); the right to honour, personal and family privacy, and self-
image (which is violated when rumours and slander are spread against the victim); right to 
freedom of expression and communication (when the victim is prevented from speaking); 
professional rights: effective occupation; promotion and professional training and professional 
dignity. It is a reactive guardianship mechanism. Lawsuit requesting the judge to compensate 
his employment contract for serious breach of the employer (author of the mobbing or did not 
adopt the appropriate measures to avoid it) based on the provisions of art. 50 of the Workers 
Statute.  

e) Labour Procedure Law. Law 36/2011, of October 10, regulating social jurisdiction (BOE 11-10-
2011). It is a reactive guardianship mechanism. Second Book. In Title II. Chapter XI. Of the 
protection of fundamental rights and public liberties. Lawsuit for injury to your fundamental 
rights through the procedure provided in arts. 177 et seq. of the Labour Procedure Law, by virtue 
of which they can obtain the immediate cessation of the abusive conduct. The law states that 
the victim of harassment (...) may direct claims, both against the employer and against any other 
subject who is responsible. 

f) Penal Code. Organic Law 5/2010, of June 22 (BOE June 23) of the Reform of the Penal Code, 
which modifies Organic Law 10/1995, of November 23, of the Penal Code. Title VII. Of Tortures 
and other crimes against Moral Integrity. Article 173. Since 2010, Spain, finally, has a specific 
criminal type that recognizes moral harassment as a crime. Although in this law only moral 
harassment in downward vertical work and real estate harassment are considered as crimes. 
Moral harassment in horizontal work, vertical ascending and harassment are excluded and 
therefore pending crime: media, family (not to be confused with gender violence) and school 



(Bullying), which must be redirected to various types of criminal arts .173; 177, 620; 147 et seq 
.; 316 or 311.1 CP). 

 

Real Estate Harassment Criminal Procedure:  

The same Organic Law 5/2010, of June 22 (BOE June 23) of Reform of the Penal Code 
contemplates real estate harassment as a crime. Now if the coercion were of a mild nature, we 
would be faced with a lack of art. 620.2 of the penal code. Civilian way: It is where the landlords 
have omitted attitudes should be resolved. It should be noted the Catalan Low on the Dret a 
l´Habitage that sanctions real estate mobbing with fines of up to 90,000 euros. 

  

3- ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE EXAMINATION OF MORAL HARASSMENT: 
WORK AND REAL ESTATE 

  

ADVANTAGES Let's see the usefulness of social expertise in the process of moral harassment at 
work and real estate. 

 Usefulness of social expertise in workplace harassment It allows deciding whether it is a 
situation of workplace harassment or another type of labour conflict, assesses the typology, that 
is, determines which of the 4 types of workplace harassment you are assessing and determines 
the phase of the process of moral harassment at work in one of the seven phases. At the end of 
the opinion it also rates the affectation on the victim. 

 Usefulness of social expertise in real estate harassment It allows determining whether it is a 
real estate harassment or another type of neighbourhood conflict, assesses the typology in one 
of the two types of existing real estate harassment and determines the phase in one of the four 
for which a real estate harassment. It is also useful because it complements the assessment of 
damage to the building by providing the assessment of damage to the tenant. 

  

DIFFICULTIES The social expert when he must make an opinion on a supposed case of moral 
harassment, either labour or real estate, must solve some difficulties. 

 Workplace Harassment. In summary, the three difficulties in determining a case of mobbing 
are: 

 First Difficulty. In addition to the absence of direct evidence, a new difficulty is added in 
mobbing legal proceedings, which consists in the existence of many definitions of the 
phenomenon of mobbing by virtue of the different disciplines of human knowledge; For this 
reason, before entering the mobbing expertise, we must clarify some basic concepts, the first is 
that we must base ourselves on a legal definition of the harassment process and second that we 
must have three types of expertise in order to make a good differential diagnosis and arrive to 
be sure that we are facing a situation of workplace harassment and not facing other work 
pathologies. 

  



Second Difficulty: Avoid confusion with other occupational pathologies, for this it is necessary: 
A) Do not confuse specific mobbing tests with complementary tests (type of organization and 
harm to the victim). B) Make a good differential diagnosis 

 Third Difficulty: it consists of being able to distinguish the various deceits around the 
phenomenon of mobbing, and for this it will be necessary to know how to distinguish a true 
situation of harassment from: 

A) False Mobbing (when the harasser pretends to be a victim);  B) Mental Pathologies (paranoia),  
C) Conscious Simulators 

 

Legal definition of Mobbing  

Regarding the definitions of the phenomenon, we especially like the definition of moral 
harassment made by the magistrate Don Ramón Gimeno Lahoz in the 1st Day of Comprehensive 
Analysis of Mobbing in Girona. November 2005 where he defined moral harassment at work as 
"biased labour pressure aimed at worker self-elimination" (3). Based on this definition, the 
mobbing expert report must be able to determine that we are facing pressure that is exerted in 
the workplace towards a worker with the intention of causing harm or prejudice and whose 
purpose is to tire and disappear from the work environment. There are different manifestations 
of exclusion, from a sick leave, a department transfer, a voluntary dismissal or any way to get 
away from the situation. 

  

The Complementary Tests  

Without a doubt, to diagnose a case of mobbing, there are other complementary tests that will 
help to give strength to the expert opinion, among them the following: the harm to the victim 
and the type of work organization. Although the damage to the victim, by itself, will not be able 
to define whether or not there was harassment since the only thing that can determine are the 
individual consequences of the harassment, which will serve for the assessment of the damage 
but not for the opinion; given that the victim's injuries will depend more on the personal 
resistance of each individual than on the harassment received. In some situations, we can find 
low-intensity harassment but with serious consequences for the victim compared to other cases 
of mobbing with a very high level of harassment and little impact on the worker's health. The 
same is true of the type of work organization, there will be situations in which each and every 
one of the organizational errors arises that could give rise to a context that facilitated the 
emergence of workplace harassment but that there was no harassing action towards any 
worker; And we can also find the opposite situation, that is, with labour organizations that 
despite their good internal practices have not been able to prevent the emergence of 
harassment. Therefore, we affirm that the type of work organization is not a determinant of the 
emergence of the harassment, although it will be of the evolution that this harassment may 
have. 

 

Differential Diagnosis 

We are going to see a relevant and fundamental aspect when evaluating the existence of 
psychological harassment in the legal context, consisting of carrying out an adequate differential 



diagnosis with respect to other work phenomena; which, although similar in the context of 
appearance and symptomatology, are radically different regarding their origin and legal 
repercussions. Therefore, it is very important to know what is not mobbing, specifically, 
following Hirigoyen, we must distinguish moral harassment from work stress, burnout, labor 
conflicts and professional demands. The fundamental characteristics that differentiate these 
labour pathologies from harassment in the workplace are two: in harassment there is bias, that 
is, the desire to harm, and also cover-up. 

 

Distinguish the various Hoaxes 

In order to distinguish the various deceptions that may occur, it is important that we remember 
that false accusations of mobbing will be promoted by two types of subjects; on the one hand 
by those people affected by a mental disorder (paranoia) and on the other by people who 
promote fraud. In the latter case, fraud occurs through manipulation and the subjects who 
promote them can be undercover stalkers. The paranoid personality is a personality disorder 
that defines common characteristics with the harassers who pose as victims, since mistrust, 
psychorigidity, poor capacity for self-criticism, self-centeredness, and the need for flattery 
appear as fundamental signs. Both of them are people who harbour grudges and remarkable 
aggressiveness, in some cases detected and in others projected. The figure of false mobbing has 
to be understood as false-positive in the sense that it is often a covert stalker who does not 
perceive himself as such and who, consciously or unconsciously, presents himself as a victim of 
harassment that he himself has promoted (4) and this is so given the tendency of the harasser 
to pose as a victim when he is discovered. Since there is a bias in mobbing, an immoral purpose, 
to get to unmask the harasser through 

Evidence that he himself provides us, that is to say his own words, may prevent the victimized 
worker from being excluded from the world of work. We know that in order to harass another 
human being, the harasser will have to carry out two types of manipulations, one directed at 
the victim's environment and another directed towards the harassed person. For the harasser, 
the manipulation aimed at the environment has the purpose of making him his ally, either to 
collaborate in the harassment or so that he does not make the obvious evident and for this the 
only thing the harasser asks is that he does nothing. The environment that does nothing 
becomes a tacit collaborator of the harassment. Manipulation of language directed at the victim 
is intended to harm and destabilize the victim. The understanding of the manipulation of the 
language (discourse) of the harasser is carried out through the study of four parameters, namely: 
the terms used, the mental schemes, the strategic approaches and the strategic procedures, and 
in all of them there are some keys. These keys are the detection of the use of the word’s 
talisman, the use of false dilemmas, contradiction and incongruity, as well as slander as one of 
the preferred procedures for a stalker. For further study, it is necessary to refer to previous 
studies by the author on communication in mobbing. 

We are going to approach the understanding of language manipulation through the study of:  

1- The terms used (I use the words “talisman”)  

2 - The mental schemas (use of the false dilemma) 

3 - The strategic approaches (contradiction and inconsistency) 

4 - Strategic procedures (slander and not attacking head-on) 



 

Discrediting the victim will always provide a profit for the instigator of the harassment; the 
benefit that the harasser will acquire with the victim's discredit could not be achieved without 
the use of harassment; therefore, manipulation is the key issue in determining false mobbing 
from true mobbing. 

 We are going to approach the understanding of language manipulation through the study of: 

1- The terms used (I use the words “talisman”)  
2- The mental schemas (use of the false dilemma) 

3 - The strategic approaches (contradiction and inconsistency) 

4 - Strategic procedures (slander and not attacking head-on) 

  

 Real Estate Harassment The difficulties that an expert encounter when deciding on a real estate 
harassment situation consist in differentiating the harassment from other neighbourhood 
conflicts. There are two characteristic elements that differentiate conflict situations (workplace 
or neighbourhood) from bullying: two-sidedness (in other situations there is no desire to harm 
someone in particular) and cover-up (in other situations, conflict is not denied or the violence 
exerted). 

  

4- SOCIAL EXPERIENCE OF WORK HARASSMENT  

We have ruled out any situation that can be confused with moral harassment. Now we have to 
demonstrate that the situation we are analysing meets the parameters defined in legal doctrine 
as moral harassment and later we will have to show the causal link between pathology and 
working conditions. 

Diagnosis 

Due to the difficulty of obtaining direct evidence of the harassment, it will be necessary to arrive 
at the opinion of its existence through expert reports. Therefore, in mobbing expertise we will 
have two objectives of expertise, the first will be to determine the existence or not of a case of 
workplace harassment and the second will be to determine the effect on the victim's health and 
its relationship with working conditions. Thus, the objectives of the expertise will be to first make 
a diagnosis and answer the question, is it or is it not mobbing? and second, to know the 
consequences on the victim, by assessing the damage. Due to its complexity, three types of 
expertise will be necessary. The three types of expertise necessary to determine a case of 
workplace harassment will be: medical expertise, psychological expertise and social expertise. 
The medical expertise will determine the degree of affectation on the health of the worker, 
basically through the verification of the physical symptoms of the psychosomatic alterations and 
of the sequels. Psychological expertise will be useful to determine the alterations on the 
emotional health of the worker as well as the organizational context where the harassment 
emerged. On the other hand, social expertise will be the determining basis of the diagnosis of 
mobbing, since moral harassment at work is a social phenomenon, it can be diagnosed through 
social parameters, such as the existence of harassing behaviours, the type of harassment in 
question and the current phase of it. 



MOBBING EXPERT  It has 2 objectives: 1) To diagnose whether it is mobbing or not 2) Assess the 
harm to the victim  We will use 3 types of expertise: 2.1) medical expertise (physical symptoms 
of psychosomatic disturbances), 2.2) expertise psychological (emotional disturbance of the 
worker and analysis of the work context), 2.3) social expertise (determining based on social 
parameters: behaviours, type, and phase). 

 

Social Expertise of Mobbing 

The social expertise is a report in which an objective, detailed and well-founded study is carried 
out on the aspects of the problem that are presented in the lawsuit. In cases of workplace 
harassment or mobbing, it will be necessary to demonstrate that there has been biased work 
pressure behaviours. The methodology of social expertise is based on the expert interview as a 
basic technique, therefore the social worker as an expert must be able to determine the type of 
harassment we are facing and the current phase of evolution of the harassing process through 
tests and indications. Evidence may be witnessed, written, or recorded. When it can be 
accompanied by the interview with other workers of the department involved, we can count on 
verifiable evidence. Thus, in order to determine that there has been biased labour pressure 
aimed at the self-exclusion of a worker, we must prove that the pressure has been exerted 
especially against a specific worker, unlike other colleagues. Although it is true that in order to 
determine that there is workplace harassment, we do not have to prove the conscious purpose 
on the part of the company that the worker exclude himself, that is, to leave his job; However, 
the confirmation of the business desire, through verbalization or any other means, that the 
worker leaves the company voluntarily with losses of social rights, if it is a significant element in 
the analysis of the situation. We must bear in mind that the harasser, especially in the early 
stages of harassment, is not always aware of his desire to get rid of the victim because 
sometimes at first what you want is to silence the victim to prevent them from explaining 
something that the stalker does not want it known; it is at a later stage when he realizes that he 
will not be able to obtain the victim's submission that will motivate him to want to get rid of her. 
The social expertise of mobbing can determine the existence of a mobbing case, through three 
steps, the first step will consist of listing and detailing various of the harassment behaviours, the 
second step will consist in determining the type of harassment and the third in proving the phase 
the victim is in. 

1-First step: Mobbing behaviours 

 After having described the concept of bullying, it is necessary to know what behaviours are 
capable of being framed in this concept and for this we will base ourselves on the mobbing 
behaviours described by Zapf, Knorz and Kulla, in 1996, grouped into seven blocks: 
organizational measures, social isolation, private life, physical violence, attitudes, verbal 
assaults, and rumours. 

 2- Second step: Types of Workplace Harassment 

 The classification according to the objectives will provide us with the following four types of 
harassment: strategic, managerial, perverse and disciplinary. 

 1st - Strategic Harassment. 

 It is the harassment of the thymus or fraud par excellence. It is an "institutional" harassment 
because it is part of the company strategy that tends to "layoffs" avoiding paying compensation, 



managers take advantage of mergers made to save on the social plan, and this method allows 
companies unscrupulous pocketing the numerous job aids, which exist in the countries of the 
European Union, to then get rid of the new worker exactly after having met the legal deadlines, 
to resume others and so on. 

2nd - Management Harassment. 

It is the harassment exerted by the management of the institution, it is a management or 
organizational harassment and it can have two objectives: to eliminate an unsubmissive worker 
or to force situations of labour slavery. The elimination of a worker who "does not enter the 
mold" is determined because the perverse organization has escalated positions and has placed 
itself in a position with a certain power within the company. Thus, the victim of harassment 

It will be that worker who has genius, the one who has excessive brilliance in his tasks, or the 
one who is a representative of the staff without being subjected to the management of the 
employer, or the one (the one) whose place is wanted to give to a friend or lover. It is the 
harassment of the lazy and ineffective manager who is afraid because he cannot be as brilliant 
as his worker. Other times harassment is instituted, from the management, to force situations 
of labour slavery, in such a way that the management aims to increase performance and profit 
by making more and more work done, with less and less personnel, paid less and less. So, since 
there is nothing left, pressure is used, facilitated by the economic situation, and indebtedness. 
In the long run, the proposed objectives are not achieved, on the contrary. 

3rd - Perverse Harassment. 

Perverse harassment is the most abundant, it corresponds to all cases of horizontal harassment 
and ascending vertical harassment, and to some cases, less, of descending vertical harassment 
or bossing. It is the type of harassment that the French therapist Marie-France Hirigoyen defines 
in its many facets. In reality, this type of stalker presents himself above all as a manipulator, he 
only manifests his true nature in front of the victim, without witnesses. He is very seductive, he 
easily gets the trust of others, he makes them tell his private life to be able to return it to him 
fully in his attacks. The victim sees that he speaks kindly in front of others, instead he ignores 
her or humiliates her when they are alone. Above all, it has an absorbing action and in this it is 
equated with the emotional blackmailers who are the ones who suck the energy of their victims 
until they are completely exhausted, and who are never satisfied. When you kill a victim, there 
will always be another. No one is safe, there is no refuge. His seduction is such that sometimes 
he manages to put the whole society against the victim ... he even manages to be betrayed by 
his friends. This character causes disorder in any department where he works and does great 
harm to the victim when he manages to make the people that he, once, helped or reassured, 
turn brutally against her and betray her. The perverse only has a weak point, he is afraid of light, 
and for this reason it is important to direct a projector on his hidden manoeuvres. It is very 
difficult to do so, except if one manages to accumulate small indications and thus convince the 
hierarchical superior, although the latter is usually obliged to protect him because the harasser 
knows something that he wants to keep hidden. 

4th. Disciplinary Harassment. 

Disciplinary harassment can have several objectives: to lead the victim to understand that he 
must "enter the mold", or to punish him if he does not do so, and to terrorize the witnesses of 
these violence to make them fear by suggesting what may happen to them. It is the category 
used against delegates and other elected officials or against all those whose charisma or 



competence overshadows the instigator of harassment. It also serves to get rid of "too sick" 
individuals, those with "too many" casualties, or women who were reckless in announcing their 
pregnancy. In this category you can also classify the crimes of racism, discrimination, and all 
those workers who denounce the fraud of the institution, serve as an example that of the nurse 
who denounces mistreatment, or that of the accountant who does not agree about the cover-
up of embezzlement, or that of the secretary who sees bribes pass, etc. 

Once the social expert has been able to detect the specific type of harassment, it is necessary to 
know what stage the harassment process is in. 

 

3- Third step: Phases of Workplace Harassment 

 The social expert must be able to determine in which phase of the process the victim is and for 
this we consider it necessary to base themselves on the classification of the phases proposed by 
the author in 2006 (5) based on 7 different stages: seduction, conflict phase, of harassment itself, 
the phase of the intervention of the environment and the company, the phase of marginalization 
and finally the recovery phase. 

   

Determination of damage to the victim. The Appraisal. 

The harm to the victim of mobbing takes two aspects, one refers to the impact on health at the 
time of the harassment and the other refers to the consequences of prolonged and untreated 
harassment. 

Symptom: 

 Once it has been possible to determine that we are truly facing a mobbing case, it will be 
necessary to be able to determine how this has affected the victim and we will do this by 
assessing the damage and for this it is essential to know which ones 

They are the most frequent symptoms that appear in people who are victims of workplace 
harassment. The most frequent symptoms in victims of mobbing are those of a post-traumatic 
stress situation, with sleep disturbances, general tiredness, negative ideas especially about the 
future, and the future possibilities of the individual. Also, the presence of a varied form of 
physical symptoms, such as headaches, pain, low back pain, digestive problems, ringing in the 
ears, hypertension, respiratory problems, tension, etc. that all of them, even being part of the 
trauma process, can be denied for a long time. Of course, somewhat more specific symptoms 
also appear, such as anxiety, anguish, incapacity or difficulty, or a lack of desire to carry out tasks 
that previously could be done without problems (going out, meeting others, etc.). As time 
passes, other symptoms appear, such as difficulty concentrating, forgetfulness, memory loss, 
lack of energy in general, or lack of desire, not liking things, or finding them meaningless. All of 
this comes before even more specific pictures in which the victim of bullying avoids doing things, 
locks up, fear prevails, and exaggerated caution, and ruminates or remembering images of 
something that happened to them, or lived personally, together with a state of constant 
alteration. It is also very frequent to find a state of almost constant irritability and violence, in 
victims of moral harassment, which causes conflicts of all kinds and exhausts them more, giving 
us the feeling of greater frustration. The damage assessment will therefore be supported by the 
aforementioned medical, psychological and social expert opinions; where the doctor will 



determine the physical symptoms of the somatizations, the psychologist will determine the 
alterations in the victim's personality and the social worker will determine the type of 
harassment and the involvement of the victim's social networks. 

 Aftermath: We know that survivors of prolonged bullying develop personality changes 
characteristic of post-traumatic stress disorder including impairments in the ability to relate. It 
is important to point out that in addition to the diagnostic difficulty motivated both by the 
disguise in which the situation arises and by re-victimization, an additional element must be 
pointed out, which has a greater impact on this difficulty and is related to the victim's blame. 
Because post-traumatic symptoms are so persistent and so varied, they can be mistaken for 
features of the victim's personality. We know that long after the harassment has ended, many 
affected still feel that part of them has died, and some victims, the most afflicted, wish they 
were dead. The threat of annihilation that defines the harassment can torment the survivor long 
after the danger has passed. Traumatized people feel utterly abandoned, and alone, exiled from 
the human system of care and protection. From that moment on, every relationship, from the 
closest family ties to community affiliations, will be dominated by a feeling of alienation and 
disconnection. The traumatic event that means being a victim of harassment of people 
themselves (company and co-workers) has destroyed the belief that the individual can be 
"oneself" in relation to others. Thus, by definition, traumatic events frustrate initiative and 
destroy individual competition. We cannot forget that regardless of the victim's attitude, the 
harassment has continued, that is to say that it does not matter how brave and full of resources 
the victim is; his actions were insufficient to avoid disaster. After the violent events of bullying, 
victims review and judge their own behaviour, and feelings of guilt and inferiority are virtually 
universal. Thus, traumatic reactions take place when action is useless, that is, when it is neither 
possible to resist nor to escape, then the human self-defence system feels overwhelmed and 
disorganized. It is in these situations that traumatic events produce profound and lasting 
changes in the physiological response, emotions, cognitive and memory. Following Hirigoyen 
(2), we cite an outstanding aspect as a consequence of bullying, namely stable psychic 
modifications, that is, changes in the personality of the victim. These changes can adopt three 
different patterns: a) Predominance of obsessive traits (hostile attitude and suspicion, chronic 
feeling of nervousness, hypersensitivity to injustices); b) Prevalence of depressive features 
(feelings of helplessness, inability to enjoy and feel pleasure, anhedonia, learned hopelessness) 
and; finally, c) Resignation: isolation, feeling of alienation from society, cynical attitude towards 
the environment. 

The social effects of workplace harassment on the victim are characterized by the appearance 
of distrustful attitudes and behaviours of isolation, avoidance and withdrawal. These social 
consequences are also manifested in family relationships such as feelings of misunderstanding; 
loss of enthusiasm and interest in common projects; abandonment of family responsibilities and 
commitments as well as alteration of affectivity. Here is a chart of the symptoms of bullying, 
some symptoms are common from post-traumatic stress, others are somatic and the most 
extensive are those specific to bullying. 

 

 5- SOCIAL EXAMINATION OF REAL ESTATE HARASSMENT  

The diagnosis of real estate harassment will be based on determining: the existence of biased 
pressure behaviours, assessing the type of harassment (economic or neighbourhood) and 
analysing the current phase of the process (conflict, harassment, exclusion-marginalization and 



recovery). There are two types of real estate mobbing depending on the motivation: a) Real 
estate harassment of an economic nature is the best known and pursues a lucrative purpose 
(real estate speculation), and b) Real estate harassment of a social nature is based on other less 
obvious motivations, manifesting itself as neighbourhood quarrels. (Typology described by M. 
Parés Soliva, 2007). The real estate harassment process can consist of four phases if it is not 
stopped and allowed to prosper: 1) Conflict. (Real or fictitious), 2) Harassment. (Covert 
Harassment), 3) Organization-stigmatization. (Persona non grata) and 4) Exclusion-
marginalization (housing and social). The protocols of investigation in forensic social work must 
be aimed at detecting real estate mobbing, for this it will have to check the state of the 
neighbourhood and the building. Typical behaviours in real estate harassment can be both active 
and omission. It is necessary to list the behaviours that are carried out on the tenant and on the 
house, and see if they coincide with the typical behaviours of real estate harassment. Then you 
have to be able to define an intentionality in the actions, and for this it is very useful to see if it 
fits into the design of the lucrative real estate bullying strategy. The harassment behaviours are 
included in seven large blocks (Zapf, Knorz and Kulla, 1996):  

ATTACK ON THE VICTIM THROUGH ORGANIZATIONAL MEASURES  

SOCIAL ISOLATION  

ATTACKS ON THE PERSON'S PRIVATE LIVING 

ATTRIBUTION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS AND NATIONAL CONVIVAL ATTITUDES  

PHYSICAL VIOLENCE  

VERBAL ASSAULT  

DIFFUSION OF FALSE RUMORS  

1- ATTACK ON THE VICTIM THROUGH ORGANIZATIONAL MEASURES The attack on the 
victim through organizational measures affects both income and property. The most 
common are: financial abuse on the receipt, increases unjustified in rent, refusal to 
collect receipts to force an eviction, and the deterioration of the property. 

2- SOCIAL ISOLATION Social isolation is understood as ignoring the tenants or their 
requests, as well as the rejection of communication with the victim and exclusive 
treatment, by the property and by the administration of the property.  

3- ATTACKS ON THE PERSON'S PRIVATE LIFE The most common behaviour that can be 
included in this large block is to provoke terror in the tenant through threatening phone 
calls and late at night.  

4- ATTRIBUTION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS AND ATTITUDES OF NEGATIVE 
COEXISTENCE TO THE TENANT The actions of the property that attribute to the tenant 
the cause of the harassment are manifested as follows, firstly denying the reality of the 
attack, and later with attempts to demonstrate that the tenant is difficult to coexist 
through innuendoes that suffers psychological problems.  

5- PHYSICAL VIOLENCE Physical violence against tenants is normally carried out through 
third parties, also through threats of physical violence, and sometimes even the use of 
minor violence. Accidents of a certain severity of tenants who have encountered props 
also form part of physical violence, which has caused them injuries of various 
considerations, especially in the elderly.  



6- VERBAL AGGRESSIONS We understand by verbal aggressions the diverse threats, the 
shouts and insults uttered against the tenant, as well as the discredit to his good name, 
and the eviction insinuations. Within this heading we have to include some obvious 
situations of abuse, such as continued pressure for tenants to leave their homes.  

7- DISSEMINATION OF FALSE RUMORS Finally, it is worth noting the dissemination of false 
rumours in order for the tenant to leave, such as possible evictions, the sale of the 
property, or the demolition plans. 

  

Damage Assessment 

Therefore, it will be endorsed by medical, psychological and social expert opinions where the 
doctor will determine the physical symptoms of the somatizations, the psychologist will 
determine the alterations in the personality of the victim and the social worker will determine 
the type of specific symptoms of harassment and the involvement of the victim's social 
networks. The assessment of social damage will consist of: a) List the symptoms, b) Serious 
consequences and c) Specify the impact of social networks: re-victimization and blame. 
Understanding re-victimization when the fence is extended and social neglect and blame when 
the victim is made and is responsible for the damage they receive. The similarities between the 
social expertise of the workplace and real estate harassment resides in five items: 1) the 
behaviours of harassment, emerge at work or in any other field can be included in one of the 
seven large blocks of Zapf (et al. 1996) ; 2) the profile of the main stalker responds to a person 
with a personality disorder (psychopathy); 3) This subject is a skilful manipulator who uses 
paradoxical communication; 4) The harm to the victim of any type of harassment is very similar 
and responds to psychosomatic, psychological and social injuries; and 5) both types of 
harassment (labour and real estate) are crimes in Spain in the Penal Code (art 173). The 
differences between both types of harassment lie in four items, namely: 1) they have different 
types of harassment, in the workplace there are four types and in real estate two; 2) The phases 
in workplace harassment are more extensive, up to seven, whereas in real estate harassment 
there are four; 3) In the case of workplace harassment, there may be confusion, other conflict 
situations that are not very relevant in real estate harassment and, lastly, are differentiated by 
the area where they emerge: one in the company and the other in the home.  

By way of summary we can say that the social expertise of workplace and real estate harassment 
will consist of making a diagnosis and assessing the damage.  

For the diagnosis: 1) Existence of biased pressure behaviours. 2) Determination of the type of 
harassment 3) Analysis of the current phase of the process 

For damage assessment: A) Symptoms (post-traumatic stress, physical symptoms, and specific 
symptoms of bullying); B) Sequelae (hyperactivation / obsession, intrusion / depression and 
constriction / resignation) Specify the involvement of social networks. 

 

Conclusions 

Some judges believe that mobbing cases are lost in the courts, because they have not been 
sufficiently worked out by the victims' lawyers. We believe that this presentation will have 
provided the necessary data so that any legal professional who is in the situation of having to 
defend a victim of moral harassment at work, sees the need for them to follow therapy during 



the judicial process and at the same time prepare the case counting on the utility of the three 
types of experts: medical, psychological and social. Harassment is a terrifying phenomenon 
because it is inhumane. He does not know the moods, nor the mercy. Co-workers, out of 
baseness, selfishness or fear, prefer to stay on the side-lines, and that explains why in cases of 
mobbing it is difficult to obtain a statement from witnesses to the violence. When an asymmetric 
and destructive interaction of this type starts between two people, all it does is progressively 
amplify itself, hence the acts of bullying continue to grow exponentially if nothing stops them, 
that is, it progresses unless an outside person intervenes vigorously. If at some point in the 
harassment process someone, with a certain power, reacts in a healthy way, the process stops 
(6). Therefore, it is evident that when a harassment process has developed within an 
organization, it is because those who had the power to stop it did not do so, and this implies 
abandoning the tasks of care and protection of the employer towards its workers. This is a very 
important aspect to point out for attorneys defending victims of mobbing. We would like victims 
of moral harassment at work and real estate to find compensation in the courts of justice for 
the damage suffered and we are pleased to think that this paper could contribute to it in the 
future. 
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